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The Project
The client has a 33KV switch room with highly water
sensitive equipment below an existing asphalt flat roof.
The roof was in a state of disrepair and is failing due
to water ingress. Over time flat roofs are susceptible to
vegetation growth, UV degradation and sunlight and are
at high-risk of tearing. The client’s roof system comprises
of four different interconnecting and interlocking flat roofs
which is surrounded by lead flashing, the majority of
which is either broken and/or missing.

The Solution
Adler & Allan conducted an initial audit of the site to
inspect and prioritise repair works. After constructing
scaffolding to ensure a safe working environment the
first task was to remove the damaged lead flashing from
the roof to allow closer inspection of the required repair
works.
The rooftop was then high pressure jetted, cleaned
with minor holes plugged and surfaces treated to allow
application of the lining system. Surfaces were then
relined using Adler & Allan’s unique Adalline® 400
polyurea lining system, which give structural integrity to
the roofs as well as being guaranteed for 20 years.

The Outcome

A layer of Rallithane was applied to all edges, ensuring
a water proof seal. Finally, grit was applied, stuck down
using resin, to provide anti-slip, displace lying rain water
and give additional protection from UV, extending the life
of the flat roof.

Works were completed within a very short timeframe, with
the client’s water sensitive equipment within the switch
room below protected from the risk of damage and the
asset value of the roof improved.
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The four rooftops were restored to a fit for purpose
condition, minimising the operational impact of the
building whilst protecting its structural integrity.
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